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He believes in his own strength. Even if he fails to save others, it is still no problem to retreat. 

 

But if it really fails, the two brothers and sisters of the Wang family are likely to confess, which ye Chen 

would never want to see. 

 

But now, this is the only way. 

 

Wang Yingli burst into tears and said, "brother ye, thank you." 

 

Su Rong giggled and said to Ye Chen, "Lord of reincarnation, is there anything else you want to ask? I, 

Qinglai chamber of Commerce, can answer any questions you have, as long as you can afford to pay." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen moved in his heart and said, "I want to know the whereabouts of the tablet of the 

emperor of heaven, madam, can you tell me?" 

 

The tablet of the emperor of heaven is in the Haotian domain. 

 

However, the vast expanse of Hao heaven, ye Chen is also difficult to lock the location of the God sealing 

monument of the heavenly king. It is not clear now. If Su Rong can tell, it would be better. 

 

Su Rong said with a smile, "do you want to know the whereabouts of the tablet of the God of heaven?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "yes." 

 

Su Rong said, "I can tell you, as long as you are willing to pay me." 



 

Ye Chen said, "what reward? Madam, please say." 

 

Su Rong laughed again, her eyes full of charming expression, stood up slowly, lotus feet moved gently, 

and walked to the back of Ye Chen's seat with fragrance. 

 

Then, she hugged Ye Chen from behind, and pasted the soft and rich part on the back of Ye Chen's brain. 

 

Ye Chen only felt a burst of tenderness and lightness, and couldn't help but feel a surge of mind. 

 

Su Rong looked as if there were no one else, and said with a smile, "Lord of reincarnation, as long as you 

are willing to spend a good night with me tonight and have a happy night, I will tell you everything." 

 

These words were very explicit and dissolute. 

 

Wang Dong, looking at the close skin between Su Rong and ye Chen, was stunned on the spot. His heart 

was hot, embarrassed and envious. 

 

Ye Chen was only embarrassed and said with a wry smile, "madam is joking." 

 

Su Rong said with a smile, "why, don't you give me your reincarnation blood?" 

 

Ye Chen just shook his head and smiled bitterly. He gently pushed Su Rong away and said, "madam, 

forget it. I'll investigate the whereabouts of the king's God tablet that day." 

 

Su Rong was pushed away, but she was not angry. She covered her mouth and said with a charming 

smile, "well, it seems that I'm old and can't arouse your interest." 

 

Ye Chen said, "madam is very young, but... Cough... We are not suitable." 

 



Su Rong smiled again and said, "well, I won't embarrass you. Tomorrow morning, the people of 

pilgrimage cliff will come. You are ready and set out tomorrow." 

 

Ye Chen said, "yes." 

 

That night, ye Chen and Wang Dong stayed in the Qinglai chamber of Commerce. 
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Ye Chen saw this scene in the Qinglai chamber of Commerce last night, but now he was on the scene 

and felt the torture and terror. 

 

In the blood slave team, he saw Wang Dong's younger sister Wang Jingxi at a glance. It was a very young 

and weak girl, with a pitiful appearance. Her face was very pale because of the blood being drawn. Her 

eyes did not have any bright colors that girls should have, only the darkness of dead gray. There was no 

despair, but the darkness of death. 

 

The guards guarding the blood slaves were ready to tie Ye Chen, Wang Dong and others under the 

statue to serve as slaves to the blood god lion. 

 

Wang Dong saw his sister at a glance, his mood was out of control, his eyes were red, his eyes were 

cracked, his hair was furious, his voice was like a beast, and he roared, "sister!" 

 

With this roar, all his disguises and disguises dispersed, revealing his original appearance. 

 

Click! 

 

As soon as Wang Dong earned with great strength, he broke free from the shackles and rushed 

frantically towards Wang Jingxi. 

 

The guards around were stunned and at a loss before they reacted. 



 

Wang Jingxi stupidly opened her eyes and looked at her brother rushing towards her. For a moment, she 

couldn't believe it. She just thought she was in a dream, but her lips were stammering but she couldn't 

speak. 

 

Wang Dong rushed to his sister, broke her chains and said, "sister, I'll save you out." 

 

Wang Jingxi finally woke up, and tears immediately flowed out. The originally dead gray pupils suddenly 

burst into all kinds of emotions, sobbing and crying, "brother." 

 

The guards around also recovered, panicked and angry, and shouted: 

 

"The traitor Wang Dong is back!" 

 

"Catch him! Give it to the first adult!" 

 

"Kill him!" 

 

Dozens of guards on the scene pulled out their swords and fiercely chopped them up. 

 

"God King FA Xiang, open!" 

 

Wang Dong roared, and in his anger, he directly used the strongest killing move of the ancestral God's 

martial code, and saw a huge Dharma like a God and powerful like a martial god emerge behind him. 

 

With his fists in his hands, he swept mountains and seas, smashing the sky and the earth, and stormed 

away towards the guards who rushed up. 

 

The guards were afraid, but they did not dare to face Wang Dong's anger, and retreated one after 

another. 

 



Two guards stepped back a little slowly, and immediately were blasted by Wang Dong's fist, leaving no 

bones. 

 

The power of Wang Dong under rage is quite terrible. 

 

"Go and report to Lord Yang!" 

 

The guards panicked and spread their will one after another, calling for the arrival of the first Yang 

Zhuxian on the pilgrimage cliff. 

 

The priests beside the blood pool frowned. 

 

They looked at each other and kneaded the formula with tacit understanding at any time. The blood in 

the blood pool turned into a chain of blood gods. The smell of killing spread and brushed through the 

void. 

 

Wang Dong, who was about to kill the four directions, was immediately tied by blood god chains, and his 

body was unable to move. His skin was also hissing, and he was constantly invaded by blood poison. 

 

"Brother!" 

 

Wang Jingxi exclaimed, trying to rescue, but he was also tied by a blood god chain, and then hung in the 

air, screaming. 

 

The blood slaves around looked flustered and didn't know what to do. 

 

"Purple lightning God thunder knife, broken!" 

 

At this time, several purple thunder and lightning blades came from the sky, cutting off the blood chains 

on Wang Dong and Wang Jingxi. 

 



Ye Chen made a move! 

 

Ye Chen broke his shackles, looked sharp, and knew the danger of the situation. With a grasp of his 

palm, he grabbed Wang Dong and Wang Jingxi back to him. 

 

"Unexpectedly, it is... The Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

"How can it be! When did the Lord of reincarnation come to haotianyu?" 

 

"Report it to Lord Yang Zhuxian quickly!" 

 

The priests were completely flustered and could no longer keep calm. 

 

The moment Ye Chen shot, the breath of reincarnation had been exposed, earth shaking, shocking 

ancient times. 

 

In panic, the priests urged all the blood in the blood pool to turn into a blood snake and devoured it 

frantically towards Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was not moved, but simply cast the purple lightning God thunder knife, cut out a few lightning 

knives, and cut off the blood snake. 

 

The blood snake crumbled, and the blood rain fell all over the sky, but it was very strange, and all fell on 

the statue of the blood god lion. 

 

"Go!" 

 

Ye Chen is not fond of war. He is about to leave with Wang Dong in one hand and Wang Jingxi in the 

other. 

 

Click click! 



 

But at this time, the stone of the statue of the blood god lion was all peeled off, and the whole statue 

actually came alive, with fierce eyes flashing, and a loud roar of the lion raised to the sky. 

 

"Are you the legendary Lord of reincarnation?" 

 

The blood god lion made a powerful voice and stared at Ye Chen. 

 

Then, the blood god lion opened his mouth and sucked, and a violent force was released. All the blood 

slaves, all the guards, and the priests in the audience were all frightened and screamed, and were 

swallowed into his stomach by it, becoming its nutrients. 

 

Gulu. 

 

The blood lion licked his lips, which seemed to be very satisfied. After devouring the living people 

present, circles of blood appeared on his body, and the killing breath was cold and fierce. 

 

"The blood of these people is not comparable to a drop of reincarnation." 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, use your blood to worship me!" 

 

The blood god lion's eyes were full of greed, and his claws slapped violently, such as the vast sea, and 

the furious waves swept towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Evil beast, you are not qualified to ask me to sacrifice!" 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly and was not afraid at all. Shenxi Tianjian was sacrificed, the holy light was thin, 

and the glow was steaming. With only one sword, all the killing waves of the blood god lion were 

shattered. 
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Immediately, ye Chen sent out another sword. The holy and brilliant light of the sword seemed to break 

the heavens, and fiercely and invincibly killed the blood god lion. 

 

The blood god lion's eyes narrowed, terrified, and he only felt Ye Chen's fierce sword Qi, which was 

absolutely destructive and lawless, and it dared not fight. 

 

In the crisis, it narrowly avoided sideways, and the space-time behind it was crushed by Ye Chen's sword 

gas, tearing out black hole vortices. 

 

"How can your strength be so strong? Aren't you just a hundred flail?" 

 

The blood god lion was deeply frightened. He thought that ye Chen's cultivation was only nine layers of 

heaven in the hundred flail realm, and he should be able to suppress it easily. Unexpectedly, ye Chen's 

sword was powerful enough to kill immeasurably, and even it was difficult to resist. 

 

Wang Dong and Wang Jingxi were also deeply shocked. 

 

The blood god lion is one of the ten sacred mountains in Haotian domain and the guardian holy beast of 

pilgrimage cliff. Its strength is very strong, but it can't even defeat Ye Chen. 

 

How terrible is Ye Chen's combat effectiveness? 

 

"Die!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, and Shen Xi's sword technique was to kill the blood god lion with one sword. 

 

However, at this time, thousands of sword Qi, like waterfalls and rivers of stars, converged into a 

torrent, falling from the sky, washed out Ye Chen's sword momentum, and even crushed him. 

 



"Jin Zhang shield, Yu!" 

 

In the crisis, ye Chenyan's divine blood worked, and the profound meaning of the divine power of Jin 

Zhang Huangji burst out. Immediately, a golden bell shield was launched, enveloping the bodies of his 

brother and sister Wang Dong and firmly protecting them. 

 

The thousands of sword Qi, chopped on the Jin Zhang shield, sent out a series of clanking sounds, and 

the divine light splashed everywhere, dazzling. 

 

I saw a man, proud as a sword God, powerful as a king, surrounded by hundreds of millions of sword Qi, 

falling down from the air, showing a spirit of killing immortals and gods. 

 

"Lord Zhu Xian!" 

 

When the blood lion saw the man coming, he was surprised and shouted. 

 

Wang Dong looked at the man and screamed, "no, Yang Zhuxian is coming!" 

 

There are three masters in haotianyu, one is the leader of zushen cult, the other is the first one in Yuhua 

mountain, and the other is Yang Zhuxian, the first one in Pilgrimage cliff. 

 

This man is Yang Zhuxian! 

 

"Blood lion, are you awake?" 

 

Yang Zhuxian came down and looked like he was in charge of heaven and earth. He glanced sideways at 

Ye Chen and others, and then looked at the blood god lion. 

 

The blood god lion was ashamed and said, "Lord Zhu Xian, I am not the enemy of the Lord of 

reincarnation." 

 



Yang Zhuxian laughed and said, "it doesn't matter. Reincarnation is powerful. It's natural that you're not 

the enemy. I may not be able to fight." 

 

The words fell, Yang Zhuxian's eyes were also extremely cold looking at Ye Chen. 

 

His words were not modest. 

 

If the peak duel, he really may not be able to suppress Ye Chen. 

 

After all, ye Chen at the moment, after the baptism of the supreme meritorious war, the transformation 

and breakthrough are too powerful and simply invincible. 

 

In this world, even the Immortal Emperor level strong man, Wu Tian and Yu Huang ancient emperor 

dare not say that they can kill Ye Chen 100%. 

 

Just because reincarnation is too bad. 

 

Fortunately, this is pilgrimage cliff, the territory of Yang Zhuxian. 

 

In this place, Yang Zhuxian is sure to win. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Yang Zhuxian and was also deeply afraid. 

 

He knew that he was on the pilgrimage cliff, which was very disadvantageous. If he fought, he would die. 

 

Unless he went outside and was not restrained by the earth's energy, he would have a chance to kill 

Yang Zhuxian. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I Haotian rules, intruders die, you are no exception!" 

 



Yang Zhuxian's eyes were murderous. With a sudden wave of his hand, thousands of swords burst out 

and fell around, forming a sword array, cutting off Ye Chen's path. 

 

He wants to leave Ye Chen here and kill him directly. 

 

"I'm afraid you're not qualified to kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth, but refused to wait to die. He put down Wang Dong's two brothers and sisters, 

and with a crash behind him, he burst out the wings of freedom. His body was like a storm and lightning, 

and he rushed forward, killing Yang Zhuxian with a sword. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Yang Zhuxian snorted coldly, and countless sword Qi gathered into a sword dragon, rotating and 

strangling each other, clanking, running through Ye Chen's heart. 

 

Ye Chen waved his sword to block the frame, and Shen Xi's sword Qi fought with the sword dragon, 

which immediately aroused a shocking sword Qi storm, the sky was broken, and the battle sound spread 

thousands of miles. 

 

At this moment, everyone knows that the legendary Lord of reincarnation is here! 

 

After a collision and confrontation, ye Chen retreated somewhat embarrassed. 

 

After only one round of fighting, he knew that he was in a bad situation. 

 

After all, this is the pilgrimage cliff and the core territory of Yang Zhuxian. He really suffered a lot from 

fighting here. 

 

"Haha, sorry, Lord of reincarnation, you're unlucky today. You bumped into my hand and dared to break 

into my territory. You can't get out of the ancient emperor when he comes!" 

 



Yang Zhuxian couldn't help laughing and his face was full of pride. 

 

He has operated this pilgrimage cliff for more than 100000 years, and the favorable weather and 

geographical conditions have all converged on him. In this place, he is simply invincible. When the 

Immortal Emperor comes, he is in danger of falling, not to mention Ye Chen. 

 

Brush Lala! 

 

Yang Zhuxian raised his hand, and hundreds of thousands of swords turned into a storm, killing Ye Chen, 

Wang Dong and Wang Jingxi. 

 

Ye Chen urged the wings of freedom and took Wang Dong's two brothers and sisters to avoid, but his 

body was cut by many sword Qi, and the blood flowed, which was even more embarrassing. 

 

"Brother ye, take my sister out and I'll stop Yang Zhuxian!" 

 

Wang Dong gritted his teeth, his eyes filled with a decisive color, his blood burned, and the divine king's 

method expanded behind him. He stepped out in one step, blocking Yang Zhuxian in front of him. 

 

"Brother Wang Dong." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. With Wang Dong's strength, he was by no means Yang Zhuxian's enemy. If he 

forcibly resisted, there was only a dead end. 

 

"Wang Dong, you traitor, you dare to come back, and even collude with the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

"Do you want to collude with the Lord of reincarnation and subvert the orthodoxy of my ancestral 

religion?" 

 

Yang Zhuxian's eyes were fierce, and with a wave of his hand, countless sword Qi slashed Wang Dong, 

without mercy. 

 



Wang Dong urged the divine king FA Xiang to fight to the death. 

 

Hearing the hiss sound, his body was cut by countless sword Qi, instantly scarred and bleeding. 

 

"Brother!" 

 

Wang Jingxi shed tears and cried loudly. 

 

Wang Dong shouted, "go!" 

 

This sentence is for ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen gritted his teeth. Knowing today's situation, sacrifice is inevitable. 

 

He made a quick decision, immediately took Wang Jingxi, vibrated the wings of freedom, and flew out. 

 

"Want to run?" 

 

Yang Zhuxian's eyes were cold, prompting the sword Qi, converging into a torrent, and roaring away 

towards Ye Chen. 

 

Wang Dong was brave and fearless. He stood up and blocked it forcefully, and his chest was made a big 

transparent hole by the sword gas. 

 

Yang Zhuxian was furious and launched the sword array to stop Ye Chen. 

 

However, ye Chen's wings of freedom spread out, and with the help of God, he directly broke through 

the blockade of the sword array, tore through the void, and fled away. 
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"Damn it!" 

 

Yang Zhuxian cursed angrily, and his eyes fell on Wang Dong. 

 

Wang Dong was dying, but seeing ye Chen leaving with his sister, he couldn't help but show a smile of 

satisfaction, and then fainted. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen took Wang Jingxi and flew away from the pilgrimage cliff. 

 

He knew that his identity had been exposed, and there was nowhere to go in the whole Haotian region. 

 

The only place to go is Qinglai chamber of Commerce. 

 

At that moment, ye Chen took Wang Jingxi and landed in the house of Qinglai chamber of Commerce. 

 

Wang Jingxi predicted that Wang Dong would die. He had already cried into tears. 

 

Landing in the courtyard of Qinglai chamber of Commerce, Wang Jingxi saw a familiar figure, wearing 

water blue gauze clothes and a charming posture. It was Su Rong, the wife of the leader. 

 

"Master, you... Why are you here?" 

 

Wang Jingxi was stunned. She knew this place was the territory of Qinglai chamber of Commerce. Her 

brother had brought her here before. 

 

But she never thought that Su Rong, her former master and wife of the leader, was also here. 



 

Moreover, the shopkeeper and housekeeper of Qinglai chamber of Commerce stood beside Su Rong 

with their hands bent. Looking at this situation, it seemed that Su Rong's identity was not simple. 

 

Su Rong looked quite serious, because she had sensed everything, and then ordered, "housekeeper, 

take Miss Wang to rest." 

 

He also said to Wang Jingxi, "good disciple, don't worry, with master here, no one can hurt you." 

 

Wang Jingxi only felt his head in chaos. He couldn't think clearly about the joints behind him, but he 

fainted directly. 

 

…… 

 

When Wang Jingxi woke up, it was already night. 

 

As soon as she opened her eyes, she saw Ye Chen sitting by her bed with a concerned face. 

 

"You wake up, drink some medicine." 

 

Ye Chen carries a medicine bowl and feeds Wang Jingxi to drink medicine. 

 

Wang Jingxi was also very clever. She drank silently and asked anxiously, "how is my brother?" 

 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment, and sighed, "a good news, a bad news, which do you want to hear 

first?" 

 

Wang Jingxi said, "good news!" 

 

Ye Chen said, "the good news is that your brother is still alive." 



 

Wang Jingxi's heart tightened and said, "what about the bad news?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "the bad news is that in three days, the ancestral cult will hold a secret trial. When the trial 

is over, most of your brother will be executed." 

 

After Wang Jingxi was unconscious, ye Chen and Su Rong began to inquire about the news outside. 

 

Wang Dong is still alive, and Yang Zhuxian didn't kill him. 

 

However, Yang Zhuxian did not let him go, but prepared to hold a trial and execute him! 

 

Ye Chen was very helpless. He saved his sister, but let his brother fall in, and the cause and effect could 

not be repaid. 

 

Wang Jingxi grabbed Ye Chen's hand with helpless eyes and said, "can you save my brother? What does 

my master say?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "the leader's wife said that this matter is very thorny. Yang Zhuxian 

contacted other high-level ancestors to try your brother, and it is difficult for her to stop." 

 

Wang Jingxi felt the seriousness of the situation and said in panic, "Lord of reincarnation, can you help 

me? I beg you, I only have one brother. If he dies, I will never have any relatives in this world." 

 

At last, she shed tears, full of sadness, climbed out of bed and knelt down for ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen smiled bitterly and said, "I can't help it." 

 

Wang Jingxi cried, "Lord of reincarnation, please, as long as you are willing to save my brother, I can 

promise you anything." 

 



Ye Chen sighed, touched her head with some affection, and said, "Alas, I'll think of another way." 

 

Then he turned and left, leaving Wang Jingxi alone, crying in the room. 

 

Ye Chen returned to his room, a moment of silence. 

 

In fact, there is nothing he can do. 

 

Forcibly saving people is almost like looking for death. 

 

After all, Yang Zhuxian was not the only one to judge Wang Dong. There were also other high-level 

ancestors. 

 

Ye Chen was alone and forced to kill himself. 

 

Late at night, ye Chen heard a knock on the door outside the room. 

 

"The door is unlocked. Come in." 

 

Ye Chen knew it was Wang Jingxi, saying. 

 

Wang Jingxi pushed the door and came in. Her eyes were red and swollen, and she looked pitiful. 

 

"Miss Wang." 

 

Ye Chen looked at her apologetically. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I beg you, you must save my brother." 

 



Wang Jingxi's eyes were ready to cry, and then closed the door with her back hand. In front of Ye Chen, 

she gently took off her dress, revealing a body like lanolin white jade. 

 

She used to be a blood slave, but now she has been rescued. Under the nourishment of elixir treasures 

from ye Chen and Qinglai chamber of Commerce, her body has recovered her blood gas, and her skin is 

white and red, pink and tender. 

 

On the surface, Wang Jingxi's body is very young and weak, but now that she has removed her disguise, 

ye Chen found that she has a pretty good figure. 

 

"Cough... Miss Wang, what are you doing?" 

 

Ye Chen looked away, ashamed and helpless. 

 

Wang Jingxi blushed with shyness, but her eyes showed determination and said, "Lord of reincarnation, 

please save my brother. I have nothing to repay you, only this body. I can be your cauldron, picking up 

for you day and night, as long as you..." 

 

"OK, stop talking." 

 

Ye Chen interrupted Wang Jingxi and said with a wry smile, "go back first. I'll discuss it with your master 

tomorrow." 

 

Wang Jing regretted that ye Chen seemed willing to help, and said with great joy, "thank you, Lord of 

reincarnation. If my brother can be fine, I will be your servant girl in the future and serve you forever." 
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Ye Chen said, "well, I know. Go back." 

 

"Well." 



 

Wang Jingxi nodded shyly, picked up the clothes on the ground, rustled them on, and then suddenly 

turned back. Two warm and hot lips kissed Ye Chen's lips. 

 

The sudden kiss made Ye Chen a little confused. 

 

Wang Jingxi left in a hurry after a kiss. 

 

"This little girl..." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, smiled, and then calmed down. 

 

It's not easy to save Wang Dong. 

 

He plans to discuss with Su Rong tomorrow. If there is still no result, he will use his own means to solve 

it. 

 

Emperor's holy knife, reincarnation cemetery, the orthodoxy of the three gods 

 

If he really wants to work hard, no one should be able to stop him. 

 

Of course, the price should be quite tragic 

 

Wait until 
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This old woman, ye Chen, on the way, heard from Su Rong that her name was blue and white mother-in-

law, and she was the first predecessor of zushenfeng. 



 

Su Rong defected from the world of the ghost king and fled to haotianyu. It was also mother-in-law 

Qinghua who took her in. 

 

Once blue and white mother-in-law, or Hao Tianyu 
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Looking at the whole Haotian domain, who can hurt the legendary Lord of reincarnation? 

 

"Grandma, are you the master of my ancestors?" 

 

Xiaoqing looked at the ancient statue of qingluan and mother-in-law Qinghua. She felt that there was a 

close connection between the two. 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law said, "no, your ancestors and I are friends, very good friends." 

 

Xiaoqing laughed and said, "brother Ye Chen and I are also good friends, but he is also my master." 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law looked at Ye Chen with some pity and said, "Lord of reincarnation, I 

wonder if you can let this little blue bird stay. I am the dragon vein of haotianyu and need her 

protection." 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "Xiaoqing is still young. She has too much responsibility to protect the dragon 

vein. It is not suitable to press on her." 

 

Xiaoqing suddenly said, "brother Ye Chen, I want to stay and have a look." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and said, "what?" 



 

Looking at the ancient statue of qingluan, Xiaoqing was a little confused and said, "this is the place my 

ancestors once guarded. I also want to stay and have a look." 

 

After a pause, she laughed again, "but don't worry, I won't leave you." 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that Xiaoqing actually meant to stay. After thinking for a while, he said, "it doesn't 

matter. If you want to stay, you can stay, but it's a great responsibility to protect one side of the earth, 

and you may not be able to bear it." 

 

Xiaoqing said, "well... Brother Ye Chen, in fact, I just want to stay and have a look. As for guarding the 

earth vein, I may not be able to do it." 

 

Mother-in-law Qinghua was overjoyed when she heard that Xiaoqing was willing to stay, and said 

excitedly, "xiaoqingniao, as long as you are willing to stay, it's easy to say anything." 

 

Xiaoqing said, "grandma, even if I stay, I only recognize brother Ye Chen as the master. As long as he 

calls me, I will come back to him at any time." 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law smiled happily and said, "no problem, no problem." 

 

She thought to herself, the Lord of reincarnation is powerful, and there are countless servants under his 

command, and there is no difference between a star God qingluan. 

 

As long as this little green bird is willing to stay, the Lord of reincarnation is well-known, and I don't want 

to compete with an old woman like her. 

 

Ye Chen thought that letting Xiaoqing stay and communicate and resonate with her ancestors could also 

temper her mind and harden her blood, which would be of great benefit to her. 

 

Then he nodded and said, "Xiaoqing, you can stay if you want, but be careful." 

 



"If someone bullies you, tell me my name." 

 

The last sentence is for mother-in-law Qinghua. 

 

Xiaoqing is still very young after all. Ye Chen doesn't want her to be wronged. He will give her enough 

shelter before she grows up. 

 

Xiaoqing hugged Ye Chen's neck and said with a smile, "brother Ye Chen, thank you." 

 

Ye Chen asked again, "by the way, you follow Yunluo water girl. How is her cultivation going?" 

 

Previously, ye Chen reached an agreement with Yunluo water and the dragon beard venerable. He asked 

Xiaoqing to stay with Yunluo water for a month. In return, the dragon beard venerable presented 

Zhaowu Lingyu to him. 

 

That Zhaowu Lingyu is the ancestor of the rock god, which is very precious. Now, before the time of a 

month, Xiaoqing is summoned. Ye Chen is only afraid of breaking the appointment. 

 

Xiaoqing said, "sister Luo Shui is very talented. I practice with her. She has restored the power of the 

beast God's blood two days ago. These two days, she took me everywhere to play, and there is no need 

to practice." 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, before I was called down, I made it clear to her that I would come back to you." 

 

Ye Chen said, "what did she say?" 

 

Xiaoqing was embarrassed and said, "sister Luo Shui... She didn't seem to want me to leave, and she 

cried..." 

 

Ye Chen smiled bitterly. The January deadline hasn't arrived yet. Speaking of it, he still broke the 

appointment. It seems that he needs to find an opportunity to explain clearly to the dragon beard 

venerable and Yun Luoshui's two grandsons in the future. 



 

After the agreement, ye Chen asked Xiaoqing to stay and accompany Qinghua's mother-in-law. 

 

He and Su Rong went down the mountain and asked: 

 

"Mrs. Su, two days later, it is the day of trial. Are you confident in rescuing Wang Dong?" 

 

Su Rong flicked her fingers and said in a rather lazy tone, "well, who knows, I can only say that I do my 

best." 

 

"It is not only the first Yang Zhuxian on the pilgrimage cliff, but also the first baizixu on the Yuhua 

mountain, and my senior brother who will judge Wang Dong. The three of them are the highest level of 

zushen cult. They jointly want to destroy the Wang family, and I may not be able to stop them." 

 

Her elder martial brother is also her husband. Now, the head of zushen peak and the leader of zushen 

religion. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. It seemed that it was much more difficult to save Wang Dong than he imagined. 

 

…… 

 

Time is in a hurry. In the blink of an eye, two days have passed. 

 

The day of trial has finally arrived. 

 

The trial of Wang Dong was not public, but held in secret in the hall of the ancestral temple. 

 

In fact, the senior level of zushen cult all knew that Wang Dong was wronged. They planned the collapse 

of the Wang family, fearing that the rise of the Wang family would affect their status. 

 



In the Haotian realm, rumors are flying, and many people and fighters also speculate that the Wang 

family is wronged. 

 

In such a situation, the high-level of the ancestral cult did not dare to have a public trial, but a secret 

trial in the main hall of the mountain gate. 

 

In the early morning of this day, ye Chen and Wang Jingxi, disguised as Su Rong's entourage, followed 

her into the ancestral religion. 

 

The ancestral temple gate is towering and magnificent. A huge statue stands in the center of the square. 

 

That's the statue of the ancestor god king in the legend! 

 

The ancestor god king is the strong one in the age of the nine gods. Although he cannot be compared 

with the supreme nine gods, his strength is also detached from reality and as powerful as heaven and 

earth. 
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The main hall of the ancestral temple is facing the statue of the ancestral God King, which is magnificent 

and majestic. 

 

At this moment, in the main hall, the high-level members of the ancestral cult have already arrived. 

 

The first of the ten sacred mountains, all present. 

 

Sitting on the highest seat in the north, it is the leader of zushen cult. The current first ancient Qingting 

of zushen peak is rich and handsome, with an elegant appearance. 

 

At the bottom of the ancient Qing court, one left and one right, sat two strong men. 



 

A proud tyrant like a king, surrounded by sword Qi, is the first Yang Zhuxian on the pilgrimage cliff. 

 

The other is a white browed old man, with long beard and Fairy Spirit. He is the first baizixu in Yuhua 

mountain. 

 

The other seven heads, sitting on both sides of the hall, are the strong Dharma guardians behind them. 

 

The whole hall is murderous and gloomy. 

 

Su Rong strode into the hall and sat beside the patriarch Gu Qingting. 

 

Ye Chen and Wang Jingxi, as servants of Su Rong, stood behind. 

 

From their perspective, they can overlook the whole hall. 

 

In the center of the hall, there was a man kneeling with shackles all over. He was bleeding and scarred. 

His eyes were as fierce as beasts. It was Wang Dong. 

 

Wang Jingxi saw his brother look like this, and his heart was sad, which was almost difficult to maintain. 

 

Ye Chen gently held her hand and instilled aura into it, which stabilized her mind and did not expose it 

on the spot. 

 

"Junior sister, here you are." 

 

Gu Qingting smiled and greeted Su Rong first. Although they were a couple, they were still matched by 

martial brothers and sisters. 

 

"Why, I can't come?" 



 

Su Rong said coldly. 

 

"No, no, younger martial sister, today is the day to judge the remaining sins of the Wang family. It's good 

for you to be a witness." 

 

Gu Qingting laughed. 

 

Su Rong snorted, noncommittal. 

 

Gu Qingting straightened up, cleared his throat, and Yang Zhuxian, who looked down, said, "Yang 

Zhuxian, you caught the man, and you will be in charge of the trial today." 

 

Although he was the leader of the church, he spoke very politely, so politely that he seemed to dare not 

offend other first masters. 

 

Yang Zhuxian got up and said, "yes!" 

 

Turning around and looking at Wang Dong, he said coldly, "Wang Dong, you are greedy for life and 

afraid of death, refuse to worship the king of ancestors, flee from Haotian, and later even collude with 

the Lord of reincarnation. Do you know your sin?" 

 

Wang Dong "bah" and said angrily, "if you want to kill me, what's my sin? You just want to find an 

excuse to destroy my Wang family and then try to seize the martial code of the ancestor god." 

 

"You are sinners of the ancestral God sect. One day, the king of ancestral God will punish you and kill 

you all!" 

 

Yang Zhuxian was furious and said, "bold! You traitor, how dare you be rampant here? Come on, 

torture!" 

 

"Yes!" 



 

The left and right bodyguards came out and scolded Wang Dong with their sticks, only beating his body 

with blood and flesh. The scene was quite tragic. 

 

Wang Dong clenched his teeth, but never snorted. 

 

Wang Jingxi shivered and bit her lips tightly, almost out of control. 

 

Yang Zhuxian arched his hand to Gu Qingting and said, "master, this traitor is stubborn. We'd better kill 

him immediately and take back the ancestor god's martial code." 

 

The words fell, and the whole audience heard them, and there was a faint commotion. 

 

The ancestor god's martial code is the source of all martial arts and magical powers in Haotian domain, 

which is extremely precious. 

 

It is said that whoever can take charge of the martial code of the ancestor god can get the blessing of 

the ancestor god king. 

 

It is precisely because the ancestor god's military code is too precious, even Yang Zhu Xian dare not 

swallow it privately, so we should try Wang Dong and plot future affairs. 

 

Gu Qingting nodded and said, "what Yang shouzuo said is very true. Then kill the traitor and take back 

the ancestral martial code." 

 

Yang Zhuxian was overjoyed and said, "yes!" Wang Dong will be executed. 

 

"Slow!" 

 

At this time, I heard the first baizixu of Yuhua mountain slowly open his mouth, and said in a cold voice, 

"who will take charge of it after taking back the ancestral martial arts code?" 



 

A long-standing man from pilgrimage cliff said, "the first one in my family takes great credit, and the 

martial code of the ancestor god is naturally in his charge." 

 

Yang Zhuxian smiled and said, "if you don't dislike it, I'll keep the ancestral martial arts code first." 

 

Bai Zi snorted falsely and sneered, "Yang Zhuxian, I'm afraid you're not qualified to take charge of the 

ancestral martial arts code." 

 

Yang Zhuxian's face changed and said, "baizixu, what do you mean?" 

 

Bai Zixu stood up, his fairy light was steaming, Ruixia was blooming, and his aura was spewing. He 

disdained to say, "when I crossed Hao Tianyu, you and the leader were still little children, and I didn't sit 

down. This Hao Tianyu had long been destroyed by Yan demon's death world, and I still need you to 

talk?" 

 

"I should be in charge of the ancestral martial code!" 

 

These words were very arrogant and rude. When Yang Zhuxian and Gu Qingting heard them, their faces 

became very ugly. 

 

The atmosphere in the hall also instantly became tense. 

 

The bodyguards, Dharma guardians and elders of the three forces of Gu Qingting, Yang Zhuxian and 

baizixu drew swords one after another, and the situation was imminent. 

 

The other first seats looked at each other and did not know what to do. 

 

"Hehe." 

 

At this gloomy moment, a light laugh rang out. 



 

Su Rong held a silk scarf in her hand, covered her mouth and smiled with disdain on her face. 

 

She is quite proud of her figure. When she smiles, her chest fluctuates and her branches tremble, and 

her body is full of charm. 

 

Many of the strong people present, all eyes are straight, even Yang Zhuxian and baizixu, also feel the 

heart shaking, feeling difficult to control. 

 

Bai Zi took a deep breath, calmed down and shouted, "Su Rong, what are you laughing at? Today's trial 

is not up to you." 

 

Su Rong said calmly, "I'm the leader's wife, and I'm not qualified to intervene?" 

 

Gu Qingting hurriedly said, "younger martial sister, forget it, you go back first." 
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Su Rong snorted, stood up and said, "you guys, all with high sounding, just want to occupy the ancestral 

martial code of the Wang family." 

 

"I think those who really betray the king of ancestral gods are not the Wang family, but you!" 

 

The words were so serious that the whole audience was shocked. 

 

Although Su Rong said the truth, so directly pointing out the truth, many of the first seats present 

couldn't hang on their faces. 

 

Gu Qingting was a little anxious and flustered, and said, "younger martial sister, stop talking, and go 

back first." 



 

Su Rong said, "today, I want to save Wang Dong's life. Whoever wants to kill Wang Dong is against me!" 

 

The whole audience was even more shocked when the words fell. 

 

Everyone didn't expect that Su Rong would come forward to protect Wang Dong. 

 

Yang Zhuxian and baizixu were also shocked. They looked at each other and nodded with focus. 

 

Yang Zhuxian took a step and said, "madam, I have no intention of being enemy with you, but today 

Wang Dong must die!" 

 

"He betrayed the ancestor god king, and his royal family is no longer qualified to take charge of the 

ancestor god martial code!" 

 

The voice fell, Yang Zhuxian suddenly bent his fingers and shot a wisp of sharp sword gas, running 

through Wang Dong's head. 

 

Su Rong's face was cold and he shouted, "dare you?" 

 

With a wave of her slender hand, her aura surged, and she made an air wall to block Yang Zhuxian's 

sword. 

 

Yang Zhuxian winked at Bai Zixu. Bai Zixu smiled coldly and said, "Su Rong, you are a woman, you'd 

better not interfere in our men's affairs!" 

 

After the words fell, a volume of scriptures appeared behind baizixu, with the words "eclosion and 

soaring" printed on it. 

 

This volume of Scripture is the "original chapter of" feathering and rising "in the book of miracles 

praising the world, which is in the hands of this old man!" 



 

When ye Chen saw this scene, his heart was slightly frozen. 

 

However, Bai Zixu offered up the feathering and soaring Sutra, and his whole body was full of fairy gas, 

and a fairy light ran through like a rainbow, bombarding Su Rong's body. 

 

Su Rongqiao's face changed and she hurried back to avoid. 

 

Taking this opportunity, Yang Zhuxian flicked his fingers again and shot at Wang Dong with a sword Qi. 

 

"Traitor, die!" 

 

Yang Zhuxian's eyes were full of ferocity. 

 

Su Rong was trapped by Baizi and couldn't be rescued, so she couldn't help being in a hurry. 

 

She did not expect that Yang Zhuxian and baizixu would put down their prejudices and join hands in 

order to kill Wang Dong and seize the martial code of the ancestor god. 

 

"Don't kill my brother!" 

 

In the crisis, Wang Jingxi rushed out crying, his body in front of Wang Dong. 

 

But her young and weak body could not stop Yang Zhuxian's sword, and there was only a dead end. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, seeing that the situation was fierce and urgent, and there was no time to think 

more, he immediately offered Shenxi Tianjian, a touch of sacred sword light, blocking Yang Zhuxian's 

sword Qi. 

 



With this move, the breath of reincarnation was immediately exposed and could no longer be 

concealed. 

 

"You are... The Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

Yang Zhuxian retreated three steps in horror and looked at Ye Chen in consternation. 

 

I saw the golden light of reincarnation and the bright Shenghui, which were constantly intertwined on Ye 

Chen, bright and gorgeous. 

 

Feeling the breath of reincarnation, the hall, which was just in chaos and noise, was completely quiet. 

 

There was a dead silence in the field, and everyone's eyes fell on Ye Chen, who couldn't believe his eyes. 

 

Three days ago, ye Chen appeared on the pilgrimage cliff. 

 

Everyone knows that reincarnation comes to Hao Tianyu. 

 

The whole Haotian region is like a great enemy. In these three days, I don't know how many masters 

have been sent by the ancestral cult to look for ye Chen's trace, but I haven't found anything. 

 

But at this moment, ye Chen unexpectedly appeared on the ancestral temple. 

 

Moreover, it seems that Su Rong brought it 

 

"Younger martial sister, you and the Lord of reincarnation..." 

 

Gu Qingting trembled and gaped. 

 



After Yang Zhuxian was frightened, he was furious. He looked at Su Rong and ye Chen and shouted, "Su 

Rong, I didn't expect you to collude with the Lord of reincarnation. Do you want to help him capture the 

martial code of the ancestor god?" 

 

Bai Zi's eyes were gloomy, and he said, "the Lord of reincarnation has a deep martial art, which is just 

the martial code of the ancestor god. How can it possibly attract his attention?" 

 

"What he wants is not the ancestral martial code, but..." 

 

"The tablet of the God of heaven!" 

 

Hearing Bai Zixu's words, the whole audience was shocked. 

 

The tablet of the God of the emperor of heaven can be said to be the treasure of haotianyu. It is the 

existence that haotianyu regards as taboo, and it is absolutely impossible for outsiders to take it away. 

 

Now ye Chen appears, it must be for the God tablet of the emperor. 

 

Looking at the whole Haotian domain, the only thing that can attract Ye Chen's attention is the tablet of 

the emperor of heaven. 

 

"Kill him!" 

 

The white man's eyes were cold, and the immortal spirit blossomed after his emergence. Pieces of 

characters flew out like butterflies, and the mystery of truth was actually flowing on them. 

 

With a wave of his big hand, the pieces of characters turned into a fairy sword, on which the glory of 

truth surged, and the smell of the road filled the air, killing Ye Chen in the air. 

 

"Zhaowu Lingyu, get up!" 

 



Ye Chen knew that he was in danger. Without hesitation, he immediately sacrificed Zhaowu Lingyu. 

 

Boom! 

 

The rock colored Zhaowu plume emerged behind Ye Chen, and the whole hall was immediately filled 

with a majestic smell of rock and soil, like a landslide. 

 

Everyone felt the ground shaking violently under their feet, and cobweb cracks appeared. 

 

With a wave of Ye Chen's big hand, Zhao Wu Ling eclipsed into a heaven knife. With a hiss, he 

completely broke the rune fairy sword that Baizi Xu cut out. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Baizixu was shocked, opened his mouth and spurted blood, and took two steps backward in confusion. 

 

Seeing this scene, everyone was shocked and couldn't believe their eyes. 

 

Baizixu is the first of the feathered mountains and one of the three strongest figures in haotianyu. It's 

incredible that he was defeated by Ye Chen. 

 

Although Bai Zixu rushed to fight, didn't pay enough attention to Ye Chen, and didn't try his best, it was 

a little too frightening to be beaten by Ye Chen to vomit blood and retreat directly. 

 

Ye Chen's strength was beyond everyone's expectation. 

 

"Together!" 

 

Yang Zhuxian shouted violently, summoned all the strong men around him, and waved his sword to kill 

Ye Chen. 



 

Gu Qingting, the religious leader on the high seat, also stabbed Ye Chen with a sword in his anger. 

 

As soon as the ancient Qing court made a move, the earth and Qi of the entire Shanmen hall were 

mobilized. 

 

All the strong people present, if with the help of God, their whole bodies are bright and powerful, and 

their swords and swords, martial arts and magical powers, will drown Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's face was extremely dignified. If he fought alone, he was not afraid of anyone. 

 

But there is only one way out to fight against the high-level strongmen of the entire ancestral religion 

alone. 

 

Su Rong's pretty face is also pale, but it can't be stopped. 

 

Wang Dong and Wang Jingxi stood behind Ye Chen, knowing that they would die, hugged each other 

and closed their eyes. 

 

"Stop it!" 

 

Just then, an old deep cry sounded from outside the hall. 

 

I saw a huge blue bird, singing long, flying in from outside the hall. 
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The blue bird is surrounded by a layer of mysterious Wuwu breath. It is actually a special holy bird from 

Wuwu time and space, called the star God qingluan. 



 

An old woman, leaning on crutches, stood on the back of the bluebird. 

 

Behind the old woman, there was a piece of brocade, like the imperial edict of the mortal emperor, with 

golden dragons printed on it. Under the roar of aura, countless golden dragons floated out, roared up to 

the sky, and the majestic majesty shrouded the whole audience, suffocating. 

 

"Grandma!" 

 

Su Rong was surprised to see the old woman coming. 

 

That old woman is exactly blue and white mother-in-law. 

 

Gu Qingting, Yang Zhuxian, Bai Zixu and others were also very surprised to see mother-in-law Qinghua 

appear. 

 

Ye Chen saw the appearance of blue and white mother-in-law, and the wrinkles were much lighter than 

two days ago. I think it was Xiaoqing who accompanied her and also alleviated the erosion of wear and 

tear for her. 

 

Everyone also knows that mother-in-law Qinghua summoned a new star God qingluan, but what they 

fear is not the star God qingluan, but the "imperial edict" behind mother-in-law Qinghua. 

 

That is the magic weapon left by the ancestor god king in the legend. It can be said to be the ancestor 

weapon inherited from the age of the nine gods, which is called "the heavenly decree of the ancestor 

god". 

 

This decree of the ancestor god contains the majesty of the ancestor god king. As soon as it is released, 

it will be earth shattering, with ten thousand dragons roaring and incomparable vastness. 

 

Among the Haotian regions, blue and white mother-in-law is the most respected, because the ancestral 

God Tianzhi is in her hands. 



 

Blue and white mother-in-law looked around the audience, snorted, and said, "what are you waiting 

for? The purpose of the ancestor god is here. If the ancestor god king comes, don't you kneel down 

quickly?" 

 

Hearing the speech, the people hurriedly knelt down and kowtowed. 

 

Mother-in-law blue and white nodded and said, "very good, very good. I came down today to say to you 

that the Lord of reincarnation is a friend I invited. You don't have to embarrass him." 

 

Everyone was stunned when they heard what mother-in-law Qinghua said. 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law looked at Wang Dong's two brothers and sisters, sighed and said, "I 

already know the gratitude and resentment between you and the Wang family. The Wang family is full, 

and only these two brothers and sisters are left. Why should you kill them all?" 

 

"Well, in the future, the martial code of the ancestor god will be handed over to me for safekeeping, and 

you don't have to embarrass them anymore." 

 

After a pause, mother-in-law blue and white looked at Wang Dong and said, "little guy, can you give me 

the ancestral God martial code? From then on, you and your sister will be safe. You move to my 

ancestral God peak, and mother-in-law I will protect you." 

 

Wang Dong was stunned for a moment, and then a burst of sadness, took out the ancestral martial 

code, and said, "grandma, it's really wonderful that you are willing to keep the ancestral martial code." 

 

"Our Wang family has fallen here. In fact, we are also responsible." 

 

"The treasure of heaven and earth, the secret script of magical powers, is home to those who have 

virtue." 

 

"If you don't have strength, but you want to occupy the most precious magical skill, it will only bring 

disaster." 



 

After many twists and turns, Wang Dong also woke up. 

 

Every man is innocent and bears his guilt. 

 

The Wang family fell to this point. In fact, the Wang family also made mistakes. 

 

Weak, is the biggest sin! 

 

The world, after all, is dominated by the strong. Without enough strength, it occupies the most precious 

treasure, which can only lead to great disasters. 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law nodded silently and said, "yes, yes, you are weak and small, but you 

occupy the treasure. Virtue doesn't deserve it. This is suicide." 

 

"I'm glad you can wake up, mother-in-law." 

 

She went to Wang Dong, took over the ancestral martial code, and put it away solemnly. 

 

Gu Qingting, Yang Zhuxian, Bai Zixu and others saw that the ancestral martial arts code finally fell into 

the hands of mother-in-law blue and white. Although their hearts were not divided, they had no choice. 

 

If it was in the past, they might also compete, saying that mother-in-law Qinghua was seriously decayed 

and should not be in charge of the Baodian. 

 

But now, the wear of mother-in-law blue and white has eased, and she even has the ability to use the 

decree of the ancestor god. No one dares to offend her anymore. 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law looked around the audience, and Lang said, "I invite the Lord of 

reincarnation to come, in fact, to solve the hidden danger of my haotianyu." 

 



"If you are weak and small, if you occupy the treasure, you will cause terrible disasters." 

 

"The legendary tablet of the emperor of heaven is in my Haotian domain. For tens of thousands of years, 

no one has been able to take charge of it, which is a great hidden danger!" 

 

"Every man is innocent and bears his guilt. If outsiders know, the tablet of the emperor of heaven is 

here, and my haotianyu may be destroyed at any time." 

 

"It's better to present the tablet of the Lord of samsara to the Lord of samsara." 

 

"Reincarnation is extremely lucky. Only he is qualified to take charge of the monument, and we are not 

qualified." 

 

The whole audience was shocked and stunned when these words fell. 

 

The leader of the sect, Gu Qingting, said, "mother-in-law, do you give the God tablet to outsiders?" 

 

Blue and white mother-in-law's eyes were cold and said, "the Lord of reincarnation is not an outsider. 

He is my friend. I'm very relieved to let him take charge of the tablet of the emperor of heaven." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked and extremely surprised when she heard what mother-in-law Qinghua said. 

 

He never thought that the blue and white mother-in-law actually said that she would make the heavenly 

king a god tablet and give it to herself. 

 

Su Rong on the side was also extremely surprised. 

 

On the tablet of the emperor of heaven, there are engraved the names of countless strong people from 

ancient times to modern times, such as the names of Mo Zu Wutian, Ren Feifan and Ren tiannv. 

 

If you engrave your name on the tablet of the emperor of heaven, you can get the blessing of the tablet. 



 

When the blessed person grows up, his or her luck will also feed the monument and complement each 

other. 

 

Since ancient times, the rise of countless powerful people has made the aura of the tablet soar 

thousands of times. Even the legendary artifact without artifact is less valuable than a tablet of the 

tablet. 


